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1

Positron emission tomography was used to identify neural systems involved in the acquisition and expression of sequential
movements produced by different effectors. Subjects were
tested on the serial reaction time task under implicit learning
conditions. In the initial acquisition phase, subjects responded
to the stimuli with keypresses using the four fingers of the right
hand. During this phase, the stimuli followed a fixed sequence
for one group of subjects (group A) and were randomly selected
for another group (group B). In the transfer phase, arm movements were used to press keys on a substantially larger keyboard, and for both groups, the stimuli followed the sequence.
Behavioral indices provided clear evidence of learning during
the acquisition phase for group A and transfer when switched
to the large keyboard. Sequence acquisition was associated
with learning-related increases in regional cerebral blood flow
(rCBF) in a network of areas in the contralateral left hemisphere,

including sensorimotor cortex, supplementary motor area, and
rostral inferior parietal cortex. After transfer, activity in inferior
parietal cortex remained high, suggesting that this area had
encoded the sequence at an abstract level independent of the
particular effectors used to perform the task. In contrast, activity in sensorimotor cortex shifted to a more dorsal locus, consistent with motor cortex somatotopy. Thus, activity here was
effector-specific. An increase in rCBF was also observed in the
cingulate motor area at transfer, suggesting a role linking the
abstract sequential representations with the task-relevant effector system. These results highlight a network of areas involved in sequence encoding and retrieval.

One important component of human motor learning is the assembly of different movements into sequential action. Sequences
of movements can be learned at multiple levels of representation
(MacKay, 1982; Cohen et al., 1990; Mayr, 1996; Schmidtke and
Heuer, 1996). Functional imaging studies and transcortical magnetic stimulation have begun to distinguish the separate neural
systems that are involved in the cognitive, perceptual, motoric,
and temporal aspects of learning (Friston et al., 1992; Seitz and
Roland, 1992; Jenkins et al., 1994; Pascual-Leone et al., 1994;
Berns et al., 1997; Shadmehr and Holcomb, 1997). We have
examined the neural systems associated with implicit sequence
learning using the serial reaction time task (SRT). In this task,
one of four stimuli is presented on each trial, and the subjects
press the response key mapped to that stimulus. Within blocks of
trials, the stimuli either follow a fixed sequence or are selected
randomly. Learning is inferred by the difference in response
latency between the sequence and random blocks (Cohen et al.,
1990; Nissen and Buellemer, 1987). Using PET, neural regions
showing regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) changes related to
sequence encoding were identified in two experiments in which
the stimuli were cued by location (Grafton et al., 1995) or color
(Hazeltine et al., 1997). In both studies, the task was first performed while subjects concurrently performed a secondary tone-

counting task that prevented awareness of the sequence. Consistent with previous studies of implicit learning, rCBF changes were
mostly in motor areas, including the sensorimotor cortex, supplementary motor area (SMA), premotor cortex, and basal ganglia.
This pattern was similar for both the location and color studies.
A puzzle presented by these results is that while implicit learning of a series of responses appears to be predominately supported by motor regions, behavioral evidence shows near perfect
transfer of knowledge to novel sets of effectors. For instance,
Keele et al. (1995) had subjects perform the SRT task under dual
task conditions using either the four fingers of their right hands or
a single finger. After several blocks of training, subjects switched
their response technique. Reaction time benefits were nearly
identical to those obtained from control subjects who responded
in the same manner throughout the experiment (Cohen et al.,
1990). In pilot experiments we too found excellent transfer between sequences learned while subjects made individuated finger
responses on a small keyboard and responses made on a large
keyboard that required movements of the entire arm.
It is tempting to infer that blood flow changes in the motor
regions reflect an alteration of the limb representation (Grafton
et al., 1992; Karni et al., 1995). However, such an interpretation
does not provide a parsimonious explanation for the transfer of
sequence knowledge to different effector groups. As subjects
acquire a sequential motor skill with the SRT task, they could be
learning any combination of at least three functional attributes:
(1) the particular movements, linked to specific muscle groups
(motor knowledge); (2) the sequence of stimuli instructing movements (perceptual knowledge); and (3) a more abstract level of
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Table 1. Schedule of motor sequence learning
Block

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

PET Scan
Group A
Group B
Response

R
R
A

R
R
A

R
R
F

1
R
R
F

R
R
F

2
R
R
F

R
R
F

3
S
R
F

S
R
F

4
S
R
F

S
R
F

5
S
R
F

R
R
F

6
R
R
F

S
R
F

S
R
F

R
R
A

7
R
R
A

R
R
A

8
S
S
A

S
S
A

9
S
S
A

S
S
A

10
S
S
A

R
R
A

11
R
R
A

R
R
A

12
R
R
A

R, Stimuli presented in random order; S, stimuli presented as six-element repeating sequence; F, responses made with fingers on small keyboard; A, responses made with arm
on large keyboard.

representation specif ying a series of response (goal knowledge).
Behavioral studies (Prinz and Nattkemper, 1986; Keele et al.,
1995; Willingham, 1998) assessing transfer to novel series of
stimuli and responses have favored the more flexible, goal-based
sequence representation (MacKay, 1982). Thus, sequence knowledge appears to involve a representation of relatively abstract
response goals, rather than being tied to a sequence of specific
movements or gestures to particular locations.
The phenomenon of motor transfer provides an opportunity to
evaluate the specific role of particular motor areas in sequence
representation. In the current study, we independently manipulated the presence or absence of the sequence, and the manner in
which subjects responded using a transfer paradigm. We sought to
determine whether learning-related changes in rCBF were related
to the specific effectors, a reflection of abstract motor goals, or
some combination of these factors

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects. T wenty normal young adult subjects (11 men and 9 women)
volunteered for this study under informed consent in accordance with the
Emory University Human Investigations Committee. Subjects were
judged to be normal by excluding any previous neurological, psychiatric,
or major medical history, and no person was on psychoactive medications. All subjects were strongly right-handed (Oldfield, 1971). The
subjects were randomly assigned to one of two experimental groups (A
and B). The mean age was 27.9 years in group A and 32.7 years in group
B. These differences were not significant.
Behavioral task s and performance measures. A modified version of the
serial reaction time task was used to study longitudinal changes of rCBF
during acquisition of a motor sequence (Hazeltine et al., 1997). Throughout the experiment a set of colored stimuli were used as instructional
cues. The circular stimuli subtended ;1° of visual angle and were
presented serially in the center of a computer monitor to eliminate
sequential eye movements. The color of the stimuli (red, green, blue, or
yellow) indicated which of four keys to press on a keyboard. In the first
half of the experiment all 20 subjects used a small keyboard with four
keys (interkey distance 2.7 cm) to make discrete finger movements with
the right hand, based on the four instructional stimuli. In the second half
of the experiment, the subjects made motor responses with a large
keyboard (interkey distance 20.7 cm). They were told to hold the fingers
of the right hand together to minimize distal finger movements. Thus, the
two keyboards forced subjects to use predominately distal individuated
finger muscles versus proximal arm muscles to make appropriate responses. The interstimulus interval was fixed at 1500 msec with the circles
visible for only the first 1000 msec. A block of trials consisted of 84
stimuli responses. Each block consisted of stimuli in random order or a
repeating six-element sequence such as red, blue, red, yellow, blue, green.
To prevent the development of awareness of the sequence, subjects
were required to perform a concurrent secondary task throughout the
experiment. Subjects counted the number of 50 msec low-pitched (200
Hz) tones mixed randomly with high-pitched tones (1000 Hz). The
presentation of the visual and auditory stimuli was made asynchronous
by varying the delay between the onset of a colored circle and the onset
of the tones by intervals of 1100, 1200, or 1300 msec. Between 50 and
75% of the tones were low-pitched targets. Dependent variables to assess
performance on the SRT task included accuracy of motor response,
response time (RT) (consisting of reaction time and movement time),
and tone-counting accuracy. Our primary focus for evaluating learning

was to compare the average RTs on sequence blocks compared with
random blocks.
The presentation of sequential and random blocks followed the schedule shown in Table 1. Subjects in group A learned the repeating sixelement sequence while using the small keyboard during blocks 8 –12 and
15–16. Blocks 13 and 14 were random, allowing an initial assessment of
sequence learning. After transferring to the large keyboard on block 17,
the subjects completed three random blocks. Then, the sequence that was
previously learned was reintroduced on block 20. Group A subjects then
completed additional practice with the same sequence over blocks 20 –24.
Blocks 25–28 were random, allowing a second assessment of learning.
Group B subjects completed only random blocks during the first half of
the experiment, while using only the small keyboard. After transfer to the
large keyboard, the six-element sequence was introduced for the first
time on block 20 and continued through block 24. As with group A,
sequence learning during performance with the large keyboard was
assessed by the transition to random events on blocks 25–28. Assessment
of sequence learning was made with repeated measures ANOVA.
Within-group changes during sequence blocks 8 –12 as well as group –
task interactions over the same blocks were examined.
Imag ing. Images of regional cerebral blood flow were determined using
the PET autoradiographic method (Herscovitch et al., 1983; Raichle et
al., 1983). For each scan, a bolus of 25 mC i of H2 15O was injected
intravenously commensurate with the start of the behavioral task. A 90
sec scan was acquired in “three-dimensional (3-D) septa retracted mode”
beginning 10 sec after tracer administration. Attenuation correction was
based on a calculated method using boundaries defined separately on
each emission scan coupled with a transmission scan of the PET headholder. After reconstruction by filtered back-projection, image resolution
was 11.8 mm f ull width at half maximum (F W HM) as verified by a line
source. Blood samples were not acquired. Images of radioactive counts
were used to estimate rCBF as described previously (Fox et al., 1984;
Mazziotta et al., 1985).
Images of individual subject brain anatomy were determined with a
high-resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan. MRI scans
were acquired on a 1.5 Tesla Philips Gyroscan N T scanner. A T-1
weighted 3-D fast field echo pulse sequence of 160 contiguous 1.3 mm
coronal sections was obtained (TR / TE /flip angle 5 33 msec /12 msec /
35°). One subject could not complete the MRI because of claustrophobia.
Image anal ysis. For each subject, all PET scans were mutually coregistered to each other, and the mean PET was then coregistered to the
same subject’s MRI using an automated algorithm with error ,1 mm
(Woods et al., 1998a). The MRIs from each subject were then coregistered using affine and then nonlinear algorithms to an MRI target atlas
centered and rescaled to the Talairach atlas (Talairach and Tournoux,
1988; Woods et al., 1998b). The target was comprised of MRIs from 20
normal adult subjects. The MRI transformation matrices were then
combined with the within-subject matrices to compute a direct transformation of the PET data to the atlas.
All PET studies were smoothed with a Gaussian filter to a final image
resolution of 14.8 mm F W HM and globally normalized to each other by
proportional rescaling. Application of the general linear model of
ANOVA were used to calculate task differences on a pixel by pixel basis
without global pooling of image variance (Woods et al., 1996).
For the given experimental paradigm there were several possible
approaches for identif ying learning-related changes of brain activity. We
used a simple model of learning predicated on the notion that areas
involved in the initial encoding of a sequence should demonstrate progressive increases of brain activity. This can be tested with a repeated
measures ANOVA design. Because there were only three scans acquired
during presentation of the sequence in group A (e.g., blocks 8, 10, and
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Table 2. Localization of sequence encoding with a small keyboard
Talairach coordinates
(mm)

Group A
Mean rCBF (SD)

Uncorrected
p value

Anatomic location

X

Y

Z

Sequence 1

Sequence 2

Sequence 3

RM
ANOVA

L VL thalamus
L postcentral sulcus (40)
L angular gyrus (39)
L anterior cingulate (32)
L cingulate gyrus (24/23)
L superior parietal lobule (7)
L central sulcus (4,3,1,2)
R dorsal frontal gyrus (6) “SM A”

210
250
239
214
21
221
220
4

212
211
263
21
228
249
223
25

4
28
33
41
33
52
57
67

61.1 (3.2)
59.9 (4.8)
56.5 (4.7)
57.7 (3.2)
61.0 (4.6)
53.6 (3.4)
51.3 (2.9)
66.8 (4.8)

63.8 (3.8)
60.8 (3.0)
57.8 (4.2)
61.1 (4.2)
63.4 (5.0)
54.6 (2.5)
52.8 (3.3)
69.6 (5.4)

64.2 (3.3)
62.1 (4.2)
58.3 (4.3)
61.4 (2.8)
63.0 (5.3)
54.8 (3.9)
53.1 (3.0)
69.6 (6.8)

0.005*,***
0.005***
0.005
0.005*,***
0.01**
0.005*
0.01
0.01**

L ocations were determined by repeated measures ANOVA and linear contrasts across scans 3–5 of group A. All sites with longitudinal increases of rCBF during sequence
encoding are included. None of these sites showed significant increases in the control group, who were exposed to random stimuli during these scans. Mean rCBF values are
in units of milliliters per minute/100 gm of tissue. Anatomic locations in parentheses are Brodmann’s areas according to the atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (1988).
*Significant at p , 0.05 after correcting for multiple comparisons.
**Significant group –task interaction ( p , 0.05).
***Significant group –task interaction ( p , 0.01).

12) the number of testable learning models was limited to monotonic
changes (progressive increasing or decreases of activity over time) or
quadratic changes. Quadratic changes were not tested, because their
biological relevancy is unknown for this type of learning. None of the
areas so defined showed within-group increases of activity for group B
where only random blocks were presented. To minimize both T ype I and
T ype II error, a pre-specified search volume smaller than the whole brain
gray matter volume was used for these pixel by pixel calculations. From
our previous studies of sequence learning using this task, we had a strong
a priori prediction that rCBF changes would occur in motor areas located
in the mesial wall and lateral precentral areas contralateral to the
performing hand. The search volume covered the premotor, perisylvian,
and parietal cortex extending posteriorly to the parieto-occiptial junction
of the left hemisphere and bilateral mesial dorsal frontal and cingulate
cortex. Bilateral dorsal medial and cingulate cortex were included to
assure detection of blood flow changes close to the midline. This volume
was defined manually, before the image analysis and generation of
t-maps. Uncorrected significance for each site is listed in Table 2. Each
region identified by the within-group repeated measures ANOVA of
group A was f urther tested for significance after correcting for multiple
comparisons using the method of Friston et al. (1994).
The statistical model defining sequence learning could be f urther
constrained by also requiring greater activity in the sequence scans than
the bracketing random blocks (scans 2 and 6). This more restrictive
model was not used because it would only identif y areas that can rapidly
“deactivate” in the switch back to a random block. From our previous
studies of sequence learning as well as those of Berns et al. (1997), there
are multiple frontal cortical areas that don’t display this property. Therefore, we did not use this additional constraint.
The statistical model could also be constrained by only including sites
showing significant increases of activity in group A and not group B. This
was determined by a group –task interaction term, calculated pixel by
pixel and regionally. Without a very large number of subjects the pixel by
pixel analysis of between-group differences is subject to both type I and
type II errors (Woods, 1996). Therefore, we also tested each group A site
showing a significant within increase of activity established by a withingroup repeated measures ANOVA, as described above. To do this, a
group –task interaction term, testing for group A specific learning relative
to group B, was calculated at each site. Those showing significant group –
task interactions are identified in Table 2.
The other purpose of the given experimental design was to identif y
sites representing a sequence irrespective of the effector used to perform
the task. Such sites should show significant increases of activity after
initial learning and also be increased in activity after transfer when the
sequence was reintroduced at PET scan 8. To calculate the latter,
repeated measures ANOVA was calculated within-group and f urther
assessed by a regional group –task interaction effect.
Finally, a secondary analysis was performed to determine whether
there were correlations between changes of response times during learning and changes of rCBF between pairs of sequence blocks. These were

calculated separately for each region and group using a Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

RESULTS
Behavior
All 20 subjects were able to complete the tasks with ,5% tone
counting and tapping errors per block. Median RTs, calculated
for each block of trials, are shown for the two subject groups in
Figure 1 (for clarity only the RT data from the blocks in which
PET images were obtained are shown). Group A subjects demonstrated a significant improvement in RTs during presentation
of sequence blocks 8 –12 when responding on the small keyboard
(F(4,32) 5 2.671; p , 0.05 repeated measures ANOVA, missing
data in one subject) whereas there was no significant change in

Figure 1. Changes of motor performance during acquisition of a motor
sequence. Group A (diamonds) learned the sequence with a small keyboard. Sequence-specific learning is shown by the significant increase in
RT when a random pattern is reintroduced (open arrow). After motor
transfer (vertical line), responses were made with the large keyboard. A
significant reduction of RT occurs when the previous sequence is reintroduced (solid arrow). For group B (triangles), there is no significant
improvement of RT until the sequence is presented for the first time after
transfer (solid arrow).
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group B (F(4,36) 5 1.284; p . 0.29, repeated measures ANOVA).
The primary behavioral test of learning is indicated by the open
arrow in Figure 1. At the transition from block 12 to 13, the
random sequence is reintroduced, and changes of performance
should indicate sequence-specific learning rather than nonspecific
effects. A test of group –task interaction by repeated measure
ANOVA was significant for this transition (F(1,17) 5 5.679; p ,
0.029). As expected, group A subjects show a significant increase
in RT at the transition to the random sequence (t9 5 3.622; p ,
0.006, paired t test) whereas there was no significant change in the
performance of the group B subjects (t9 5 1.48; p . 0.05, paired
t test). Further evidence of learning was assessed by reintroducing
the already learned sequence during block 15. There was a significant group –task interaction with reintroduction of the sequence in block 15 (F(1,17) 5 5.625; p , 0.033, repeated measures
ANOVA) related to large decrease of RT for group A and not
group B. Together, these findings confirm that the behavioral
changes observed in group A subjects were related to sequence
learning during the first half of the experiment rather than a
nonspecific time effect.
The second assay of learning is indicated by the solid arrow in
Figure 1. Before this point, subjects have already completed three
random blocks with the large keyboard. Note that there is a
substantial increase in RT for both groups at transfer from block
16 to 17, most likely caused by the fact that responses here
required making large-scale movements. When the previously
learned sequence is reintroduced during large keyboard movements at the transition from block 19 to 20, there is a significant
group–task interaction by repeated measures ANOVA (F(1,17) 5
5.108; p , 0.037). Group A shows an immediate gain in performance with a significant reduction of RT (t9 5 3.91; p , 0.004,
paired t test). In contrast, group B subjects, who have not been
previously exposed to the sequence, show no improvement in RT
(t9 5 0.34; p . 0.05, paired t test). Over the course of the ensuing
sequence blocks 20 –24 with the large keyboard, group B shows
subsequent improvements of performance (F(4,36) 5 9.458; p ,
0.00002, repeated measures ANOVA) whereas group A subjects,
who have already learned the sequence, showed only a mild,
nonsignificant reduction of RTs (F(4,36) 5 0.649; p . 0.64, repeated measures ANOVA). Group –task interactions were significant confirming the greater learning in group B than group A
(F(4,68) 5 3.22; p , 0.018, repeated measures ANOVA). Evidence
that performance-related changes for both groups was sequencespecific was corroborated by a significant increase of RTs when
random stimuli were reintroduced in block 25: group A (t8 5
6.468; p , 0.0002, repeated measures ANOVA) and group B
(t9 5 3.215; p , 0.011, repeated measures ANOVA). In fact, at
this last probe, learning was equivalent for the two groups as
evidenced by the fact that the increase of RT is comparable
(F(1,17) 5 1.96; p . 0.17, repeated measures ANOVA).
It should be re-emphasized that the acquisition and transfer of
sequential knowledge occurred implicitly in the current study.
Consistent with previous studies (Nissen and Bullemer, 1987;
Cohen et al., 1990; Grafton et al., 1995), the tone-counting task
proved very effective in preventing awareness of the sequence.
When probed at the end of the transfer phase, only one subject
reported any awareness of the sequence. This subject was not
included in the analysis.

Imaging–motor sequence acquisition
Sequence acquisition can be defined operationally as the time
during which repeated exposure and practice of a sequential
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Figure 2. Cross-sectional anatomy of sequence encoding in parietal
cortex. Parietal areas showing longitudinal increases of activity during
sequence encoding in group A (across PET scans 3–5) are rendered in
dark gray, superimposed over an individual subject’s anatomic MRI. The
site indicated with the black arrow is located in the postcentral gyrus, part
of the rostral inferior parietal cortex (BA 40). The second site is in
posterior parietal cortex in the left angular gyrus (BA 39). There is
increasing activity in the interhemispheric fissure corresponding to the
SM A (see Fig. 3 for details).

stimulus–response mapping leads to measurable improvements of
performance. Acquisition occurred in group A when the sequence was presented and responses were made with the small
keyboard and in group B when the sequence was introduced while
responses were made with the large keyboard. From previous
motor learning studies of the SRT task we predicted that sequence acquisition with the small keyboard would be accompanied by progressive increases of rCBF in several motor and
perceptual areas, including primary sensorimotor cortex, supplementary motor area, and rostral inferior parietal cortex [Brodmann’s area (BA) 40]. These predictions are substantiated in
Table 2, which summarizes the location of these areas as well as
increasing activity in posterior parietal, premotor, and anterior
cingulate cortex contralateral to the hand performing the movements. The rostral and posterior parietal sites and mesial frontal
area showing learning-related increases are shown in Figure 2.
The results of the repeated measures ANOVA establish a relationship between mean changes of blood flow and mean reaction
times for group A. No additional sites showing learning-specific
increases in group A, but not group B, were identified when a
pixel by pixel group–task interaction statistical image was calculated ( p , 0.005 uncorrected). The data can also be queried to
determine whether there is a more direct relationship between
each individual subject’s change of performance and change of
regional blood flow. To do this, the percent increase of rCBF
during presentation of the sequence blocks was correlated with
the percent change of RT across individual subjects of group A
for each of the sites in Table 2. The rostral inferior parietal area
demonstrated a significant interaction between change of individual subject performance and change of rCBF (r 5 0.676;
p , 0.05).
The site in sensorimotor cortex was located ,9 mm from a site
previously labeled as premotor cortex with the SRT task using
color cues (Hazeltine et al., 1997). The position of this site,
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learning. As expected, rCBF changes in the learning-related sites
for group A subjects were not significant for the group B subjects
during this phase. In contrast, longitudinal decreases of activity in
sensorimotor (-27, -30, 60) and posterior parietal cortex (-25, -61,
46) were observed for the group B subjects. After the introduction of the sequence during block 20 with the large keyboard,
there was an early increase of activity in sensorimotor cortex
followed by an increase in ventral premotor (-40, 0, 21). Contrary
to our expectations, we did not observe significant changes in
rCBF in SMA, inferior parietal, or basal ganglia for this group as
they acquired the sequence over blocks 20 –24.

Imaging–motor sequence retrieval

Figure 3. Cross-sectional anatomy of sequence encoding and retrieval.
Areas showing longitudinal increases of activity during sequence encoding in group A (across PET scans 3–5) are rendered in blue, areas showing
significant increases of activity when the previously learned sequence is
reintroduced while performing with a new effector are shown in red. The
results are superimposed over an individual subject’s anatomic MRI.
Sequence encoding with finger responses (blue) activates the SM A (top
and bottom panels) and the primary sensorimotor cortex (bottom panel ).
Sequence retrieval while using whole-arm responses compared with randomly ordered stimuli and whole-arm responses (red) recruits the cingulate motor area (top panel ) and a more superior-mesial site of the
sensorimotor cortex (bottom panel ). The shift in location within sensorimotor cortex demonstrates the dynamic and flexible localization of a
sequence “representation” in sensorimotor cortex.

superimposed on gyral anatomy, is most consistent with a central
sulcus/precentral gyrus location as shown in blue in Figure 3. The
magnitudes of the group A regional blood flow increases, although significant, were weaker than what we observed in our
previous two SRT learning studies. This is likely related to the
fact that subjects were only trained with half as many blocks
between PET scans on this study compared with previous experiments (to reduce the likelihood of developing fatigue).
During blocks 8 –12, the group B subjects were presented with
random events and as described above, did not show evidence of

Retrieval of a previously learned sequence could be examined by
assessing for regional changes of rCBF between scans 7 (block 18)
and 8 (block 20), indicated by the solid arrow in Figure 1.
Significant increases of activity in group A, but not group B,
would indicate areas that are used to retrieve and execute a
recently learned sequence. Sites showing significant increases of
activity at this transition are summarized in Table 3.
There are three key observations from this comparison. First,
there is a marked increase of activity in sensorimotor cortex when
the sequence is reintroduced. The centroid of this rCBF increase
is located 11 mm superior and caudal to the site associated with
sequence learning using the small keyboard. The relative position
of these two sites is shown in Figure 2. The difference in the
location of the centroid is independent of the image resolution
(they were independent image subtractions) and greater than
what is observed in test–retest reproducibility experiments (Fox
et al., 1987; Grafton et al., 1991). Given the large body of
evidence demonstrating a crude somatotopy in motor cortex with
proximal arm activity located superior to distal arm movements,
the findings suggest that the locus related to sequence learning
has shifted from distal to proximal limb areas of the motor cortex
(Penfield and Boldrey, 1938; Woolsey et al., 1952; Colebatch et
al., 1991; Walter et al., 1992; Grafton et al., 1993; Krings et al.,
1997).
The second main result is the marked increase of activity in the
dorsal cingulate cortex. The location of this site is in Brodmann’s
area 24, shown in red in Figure 3. The location is directly inferior
to the supplementary motor area and is most likely within the
dorsal cingulate motor area (He et al., 1995). The increase rCBF
at this site is significantly greater when tested for a group–task
interaction effect (F(1,18) 5 4.21; p , 0.055). This test compares
mean CBF changes between groups. We also found that individual subject improvements of RT for group A but not group B
correlated with increases of rCBF at this location (r 5 0.689; p ,
0.03).
The third main result is a significant increase of rCBF in the
rostral parietal cortex (BA 40) at the time of sequence retrieval.
This same site demonstrated increasing activity with sequence
encoding as well, and the centroid of this activation did not
change location to the extent that the motor cortex site moved,
suggesting rostral parietal cortex is involved in sequence representation irrespective of the motor effector.
Each of the cortical areas defined in the encoding or retrieval
process demonstrated a distinct temporal profile of regional activity. Figure 4 presents the mean rCBF at identified sites for the
group A subjects over the course of the sequence blocks and the
neighboring random blocks. As in previous studies (Grafton et
al., 1995; Karni et al., 1995; Hazeltine et al., 1997), motor cortex
activity measured in the hand area showed longitudinal increases
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Table 3. Localization of sequence retrieval after motor transfer
Mean rCBF (SD)
Talairach coordinates (mm)

Prior training

Control group

Anatomic location

X

Y

Z

Random

Sequence

Random

Sequence

L
L
L
L

255
231
23
216

216
252
23
231

31
40
45
64

64.8 (3.2)
55.3 (5.1)
69.4 (3.6)
58.9 (3.9)

66.3 (4.0)
56.6 (5.2)
72.8 (4.1)
61.3 (4.2)

66.6 (6.1)
58.9 (8.5)
70.2 (5.6)
61.3 (4.8)

67.0 (6.4)
60.5 (8.7)
69.5 (5.0)
62.0 (5.0)

postcentral sulcus (40)
inferior parietal lobule (40)
anterior cingulate (24)*
central sulcus (4,3,1,2)

L ocations were determined by comparing PET scans 7 and 8 of group A. For both random (scan 7) and sequence (scan 8) blocks the task was performed on a large keyboard
(after motor transfer). Group A was given previous training on a small keyboard with blocks of sequential stimuli. Group B (control group) was exposed to random stimuli
without previous training. This comparison identifies areas showing increased activity after the sequence is reintroduced despite the use of a new motor effector. All sites are
significant (p , 0.05) after correcting for multiple comparisons. Mean rCBF values are in units of milliliters per minute/100 gm of tissue. Anatomic locations in parentheses
are Brodmann’s areas according to the atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (1988).
*Significant group –task interaction ( p , 0.05).

random stimuli. In contrast, the rostral parietal cortex showed
initial increases with learning. Subsequent increases were closely
linked to the presence or absence of sequential versus random
stimuli. The cingulate motor area showed overall increased activity with learning and a large jump when the sequence had to be
retrieved with the new effector. None of these patterns were
present in the group B subjects.

DISCUSSION

Figure 4. Changes of blood flow during sequence encoding and retrieval
in group A subjects. After the initial presentation of a repeating sequence
and responses made with the fingers on a small keyboard there is a
progressive increase of activity in the inferolateral hand area of the
sensorimotor cortex (squares, Talairach coordinates -20, -23, 57; Table 2).
This increase plateaus at the time of transfer, and subsequent increases
are not significant when the subjects respond with proximal arm movements and the large keyboard. Activity in the more mesial-rostral area of
the sensorimotor cortex (Talairach coordinates -16, -31, 64; Table 3)
demonstrate no change of activity until the sequence is reintroduced after
transfer. In contrast, the SM A (triangles, Talairach coordinates 4, -5, 67)
shows early increases of activity that do not change significantly for the
remainder of the experiment, suggesting effector independence and an
abstract representation of the sequence. The rostral parietal cortex
(circles, Talairach coordinates -50, -11, 28) shows a close correspondence
to sequence encoding with longitudinal increases of activity during initial
learning, then modulation linked to the presence or absence of the
sequential or randomly ordered stimuli. The cingulate motor area
(diamonds, Talairach coordinates -3, -3, 45; Table 3) showed a large jump
of activity when the previously encoded sequence was reintroduced while
subjects responded with a new effector (whole-arm movements). Note that
this jump could not be secondary to kinematic differences of finger and
arm movements, reflected in differences in the previous random to random transition (represented as a vertical line). The result suggests that the
cingulate motor area may mediate transfer of sequential knowledge to
different motor outputs.

with initial learning using the small keyboard. Activity in the
more rostral arm area began to increase after transfer and with
the reintroduction of the previously encoded sequence. In the
supplementary motor area, activity increased early in the course
of learning and remained elevated throughout the remainder of
the experiment. SM A activity did not drop with presentation of

The results of this experiment serve to differentiate the functional anatomy of implicit sequence learning in humans. Each of
the principal areas identified in the experiment demonstrates a
distinct temporal profile in terms of sensitivity to the sequence
and the mode of response. These patterns, shown in Figure 4,
suggest specific learning-related functions.
The rostral parietal cortex (BA 40) appears to be most closely
tied to sequence encoding. Activity in this region was highly
contingent on the presence of the sequence pattern for both the
small and large keyboards. This property matches a key feature of
the behavioral data, namely that sequence knowledge transfers to
novel sets of effectors. Thus, area 40 may represent the sequential
order of the responses at a relatively abstract level, one that is
independent of the actual muscles used to respond. Interestingly,
rCBF in this site inversely correlated best with RTs during sequence encoding. A similar inverse relationship between RT and
activity in the homologous right parietal cortex was observed in a
single task version of the SRT task involving a 12-element sequence (Berns et al., 1997). Other PET studies of the SRT task
have also reported enhanced activity here associated with sequence knowledge (Jenkins et al., 1994; Grafton et al., 1995;
Hazeltine et al., 1997). Furthermore, in a PET study of motor
preparation, area 40 was the only site showing statistically reliable
increases in activity when preview information was given about an
upcoming response compared with when no information was
given (Deiber et al., 1996). Thus, this region may be crucial for
planning movements, but at a representational level that best
corresponds to the goals of the action rather than specific
movements.
The supplementary motor area or adjacent pre-SMA may
perform a related function of representing sequences at an abstract level. The activation in the current experiment encompassed bilateral SMA with a right-sided predominance. We propose that the early, sustained increase observed in bilateral SMA
proper is consistent with the maintenance of an internal model of
the sequence that is then used for driving movements, irrespec-
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tive of effector or sequence complexity. The notion of the SMA
linked to internally generated models of movement including
sequences is strongly supported by psychophysical lesioning and
imaging data (Passingham, 1993; Jenkins et al., 1994; Tanji, 1994).
PET studies also identif y early increases of activity in SMA
proper area during the initial acquisition of implicit motor skills,
including the SRT task under dual task conditions (Grafton et al.,
1992, 1994, 1995; Hazeltine et al., 1997). For the case of explicit
sequence retrieval, three PET studies show increased activity in
SMA proper related to sequence execution in a general sense, but
not to sequence complexity (Sadato et al., 1996; Boecker et al.,
1998; C atalan et al., 1998). Instead, there is increasing activity in
pre-SM A during explicit retrieval of sequences of greater complexity. Activity in SM A proper of our study was insensitive to
the reintroduction of random stimuli. It may be that an internal
model is slow to change when there are variations of expected
stimuli. As shown previously, it can take considerable time for
blood flow increases in frontal areas to return to baseline during
“unlearning” of a sequential code known implicitly (Berns et al.,
1997).
There were two anterior cingulate sites demonstrating significant changes in this experiment. During initial sequence encoding the rostral anterior cingulate area increased in activity. This
area has been the focus of numerous studies of attentional processes and the coordination of behavior in complex tasks. In a
review, Posner (1994) noted that rostral anterior cingulate activity increases when subjects are required to engage in demanding
tasks requiring internal monitoring or when responding to novel
situations. This rostral portion of the anterior cingulate has also
been shown to be active during conditions of increased response
competition (C arter et al., 1998). Over the relatively short sequence used in our study, novelty would have been decreasing in
relative importance and response competition would remain constant. In contrast, subjects were generating knowledge of the
sequence order (although they were unaware). This knowledge
could be coupled to top-down, directed attention to the stimulus
features. After the initial learning this site showed no additional
changes of activity over the remainder of the experiment, including sequence retrieval.
Increased activity was observed in a second cingulate focus
during sequence retrieval. It was located immediately inferior to
the supplementary motor area and comprises the caudal part of
Brodmann’s area 24 (Paus et al., 1996), i.e., the cingulate motor
area (C M A). In nonhuman primates this area projects to spinal
motor neurons and to prefrontal, SM A, premotor, and primary
motor cortex, establishing it as a somatic motor area (Pandya et
al., 1981). Recent anatomic evidence from nonhuman primates
shows that the C M A can be f urther subdivided into rostral,
ventral, and dorsal sections (He et al., 1995), with the locus from
the present study probably located in dorsal C M A. The center of
cingulate activity in the current study is in agreement with the
arm area identified by Paus et al. (1993).
Less is known of this area’s f unctionality with respect to other
motor areas. The anterior cingulate in general, (including rostral
cingulate cortex and C M A) has been proposed to be critical for
shifting between behavioral states. The strong connections among
the cingulate motor area, prefrontal cortex, and limbic areas
imply that the site is critical for transducing higher level behavioral goals or thoughts into actions (Brooks, 1990). In monkeys,
lesions of the dorsal medial frontal lobe that include the dorsal
bank of the cingulate can lead to impairments of selecting between actions (Chen et al., 1995; Thaler et al., 1995). Lesions to
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the caudal anterior cingulate cortex in man can lead to akinetic
mutism, motor neglect, and impaired motor initiation. Seizures
and electrical stimulation to this area can cause complex limb
movements that are superimposed onto ongoing movement (Talairach et al., 1973; Devinsky et al., 1995).
PET and fMRI studies identify activations involving CMA
during voluntary movement (Paus et al., 1993; Kawashima et al.,
1996a; Matsumara et al., 1996; Weiller et al., 1996; Kertzman et
al., 1997; Van Oostende et al., 1997) and response selection
(Kawashima et al., 1996b). Self-initiated movements cause
greater and more rostral activation than stimulus-triggered movements (Larsson et al., 1996; Wessel et al., 1997). A similar functional gradient is observed in nonhuman primates (Shima et al.,
1991). One previous learning study identified changes in this area
that would suggest a role in sequence retrieval; there was greater
activity during performance of a highly learned sequence compared with random scans (Doyon et al., 1996). In a PET study, a
site close to the one reported here showed greater activation
during the selection of incompatible motor responses (Paus et al.,
1993). The researchers concluded that CMA was “funneling”
high level commands to the executing neural structures. This
framework is consistent with our results, whereby motor function
for the CMA links an internal representation of an abstract
sequence (at the target level) with the workspace requirements
(at the effector level).
It could also be argued that the reintroduction of the sequence
might be viewed as a novel event, a process known to enhance
activity in more rostral cingulate cortex when a learned sequence
is switched to a new one, even when subjects are unaware of the
transition (Berns et al., 1997). This may be true, even though, at
an explicit level, the task remained consistent across the random
and sequence blocks. However, an increase of activity in this area
was not seen for any of the other sequence to random transitions
that could also be considered as novel events. Cingulate motor
area activity was linked primarily to the reintroduction of the
sequence after transfer to the large keyboard. This pattern indicates that the region may be critical for directing sequence information to regions controlling the appropriate effector set.
As in previous experiments, we observed a progressive increase
of activity in motor cortex as subjects acquired a new movement
pattern (Grafton et al., 1992, 1994, 1995; Karni et al., 1995; Doyon
et al., 1996; Hazeltine et al., 1997). The increase is unlikely to be
related to kinematic differences as the frequency and type of
movements remained constant across scans. The increases of
activity we observed in motor cortex were similar to the SMA
during initial learning. However, unlike SMA, the sequence representation in motor cortex was closely linked to the effector at
transfer. After behavioral transfer to a different effector, the
center of sequence-related activity shifted to a more superior
position, consistent with the general somatotopy of sensorimotor
cortex. An interesting feature of the transfer results was that the
shift was evident in the first post-transfer block. This suggests that
sequence representation, at least as determined by blood flow
imaging, is a dynamic phenomenon that can move within motor
cortex, depending on workspace or motor output requirements.
Presumably the shift in motor cortex arose through the interactions of areas representing the sequence at an abstract, goalbased level with areas linking this knowledge with task-relevant
effectors. Based on the areas activated in the current study, we
hypothesize that the representation of the sequence can be linked
to SMA and inferior parietal while the CMA provides a chan-
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neling operation that helps link this abstract information with a
particular effector system (Paus et al., 1993).
This hypothesis has implications for interpreting learningrelated changes in motor cortex. Activity in this area may not
reflect the encoding of sequential information per se, but rather,
result from priming from upstream neural circuits such as the
SMA or inferior parietal cortex. When expectations about forthcoming responses can be generated, these regions may provide
anticipatory inputs to the motor cortex. As in other imaging work
reporting motor cortex activation (Karni et al., 1995; Grafton et
al., 1995; Hazeltine et al., 1997), there were relatively long intervals between consecutive responses, conditions that would be
expected to be ideal for this sort of priming. This hypothesis may
appear to conflict with results showing long-term changes in the
functional organization of motor cortex after protracted training
periods (Jacobs and Donoghue, 1991; Pons et al., 1991; Nudo et
al., 1996;). However, in the SRT task we used, the individual
movements are simple, discrete, and very well-learned. Under
conditions such as this, it is likely that learning primarily occurs at
a level of abstract response, or goal selection, rather than involving changes in movement kinematics (MacKay, 1982).
Some potential limitations of the current data should be borne
in mind. By using a reduced brain volume for subsequent data
analysis, we minimized type II errors while maximizing statistical
sensitivity. Nevertheless, it is possible that there are additional
cortical areas outside of the search volume that contribute to the
process of sequence retrieval. A second important concern is
whether any of the rCBF changes were simply caused by nonspecific time effects. This potential problem was reduced although
not entirely eliminated by the use of a second group of subjects
who were presented with only random targets during the first half
of the experiment. For many of the sites showing learning-related
increases of activity, there was a significant group –task interaction establishing that these increases were related to learning
rather than time. For the remainder of the sites it should be noted
that intergroup comparisons of PET data carry increased type II
error limiting the sensitivity of this test statistic.
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